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1. Introduction

In 2009, the EU extended its goal of a 5.75% share of renewable energy in the transport sector by 2010 (EU 2003) to a share of 10% by 2020 (EU 2009). In addition to increasing energy security and promoting the agricultural sector, the expected reduction in greenhouse gas emissions (called emissions in the following) is the main reason for subsidising biofuel production. This view that biofuels provide emission reductions was challenged by a publication by Searchinger et al. (2008). As a response, the EU-RED, recognising the need for a calculation of emissions, requires the accounting of emissions from LUC in the emission balance as part of the certification of biofuels (EU 2009). However, so far only the computing of emissions from the production process, transport and direct LUC (dLUC) is required. By definition, dLUC “occurs when a previous land use is converted to bioenergy crop production” (Plevin et al. 2010, p. 8015). These direct emissions are part of a standard emissions balance, which is used to calculate emissions for biofuels.\(^1\)

Part of LUC is indirect. “ILUC-emissions occur when grassland and forest are converted to cropland somewhere on the globe to meet the demand for commodities displaced by the production of biofuel feedstocks” (Plevin et al. (2010), p.8015).\(^2\) ILUC is caused by increasing prices for agricultural commodities, thus making land expansion profitable. It is therefore a global phenomenon that is transmitted through global markets for agricultural commodities. As a consequence, iLUC induced by national biofuel support policies may occur anywhere in the world and not necessarily in the country that implemented the policy. If this was the only cause of demand changes, iLUC indeed could be completely attributed to the promotion of biofuels.

However, the identification of iLUC is made difficult due to the complex interrelations in agricultural and downstream markets. Biofuel production is closely connected with food production, particularly meat, since e.g. meals for animal feed are jointly produced with

---

\(^1\) as in the EU-RED (EU 2009), the US Energy Independence and Security Act (EISA) of 2007, and California’s Low Carbon Fuel Standard (LCFS)

\(^2\) For a definition of iLUC see also Gawel and Ludwig (2011).
vegetable oils which are used for both, biofuel and food production. Therefore, there is no direct causal relationship between increases biofuel production and iLUC.

Nonetheless, some studies suggest that iLUC-emissions may be larger compared to emissions from dLUC (e.g. Plevin et al. 2010), the European Commission (EC) aims at including iLUC-emissions into its regulation of biofuels. Thus, there is a need for quantified estimates of alleged iLUC-emissions for policy regulation. However, such estimations require a comprehensive analysis of the complex agricultural production systems. Several different conceptual approaches have been used to quantify iLUC-emissions. These different approaches result in quite different contributions to the identification and quantification of iLUC and to the determination of a causal relationship between iLUC and the expansion of biofuel production.

This paper offers insights into the sources of uncertainty regarding the results on the quantity of greenhouse gas emissions from iLUC (iLUC-emissions) Furthermore, we analyse different quantifications of iLUC-emissions by reviewing the pros and cons of various approaches. This paper adds important insights to the debate on how to address the iLUC compared to existing reviews on land use change (LUC) modelling (e.g. Golub and Hertel (2012), Dumortier et al. (2011)).

The paper is organised as follows. In section 2, we provide an overview of the current discussion about LUC regulations in the EU. In section 3, we discuss and assess the various methods that have been used to quantify iLUC-emissions. In section 4, we present modelling results that quantify the price and LUC effect of biofuel promotion and discuss possible limitations of the models. Finally, we summarise our findings and conclude the paper.

2. Emissions from LUC in the EU-RED

To understand the request of the EC for a quantification of iLUC-emissions, we briefly review the existing biofuel regulation and proposals for iLUC regulation.

The current regulation of emissions in the EU-RED has two major components:
• EU-RED prohibits using land with high carbon stocks\(^3\) or high biodiversity for producing feedstocks for biofuel production.

• For production in all other areas, the certification procedure must include an assessment of emissions throughout the value chain.\(^4\) The assessment of emissions must include emissions from transport and production and emissions from dLUC. The resulting emission balance is evaluated and compared with comparable emissions from fossil fuels (diesel or gasoline). Each biofuel must achieve a minimum emission saving threshold (MEST) of 35%.

Only biofuels that meet these requirements are eligible for inclusion in the national quotas, and hence receive a price premium on the market.\(^5\)

The 35% MEST can be interpreted as a precautionary measure to ensure that biofuels indeed lead to emission savings in light of the uncertainties involved in assessing a particular biofuel produced in a particular location that enforces more or less global criteria. Consequently, the required 35% MEST, combined with the default values, could be understood as a “risk premium” that prevents biofuels from potentially violating the objective of climate change mitigation. Because the “risk premium” for emissions from the production process and the dLUC do not explicitly account for iLUC-emissions, the question is whether the 35% MEST is high enough to cover potential iLUC-emissions.

It is questioned whether iLUC-emissions are sufficiently covered by the current 35% MEST (USC 2011). After discussing several options regulating iLUC-emissions within EU biofuel framework (EC 2010 p. 14), in June 2014, the Energy Council of the EU reached a political agreement on a draft directive on iLUC\(^6\) (EC 2014). The EC proposes to

- limit the consumption of conventional biofuels from 10% to 7% (the current share) by 2020;

---

\(^3\) which are all continuously forested and peat land areas
\(^4\) This can be conducted using the default values of the EU-RED, the individual emissions values of a particular value chain, or using normalised (standardised) regional emission values.
\(^5\) For a detailed discussion of these EC guidelines, see Lange (2011).
\(^6\) This directive amends the fuel quality directive (98/70/EC) and EU-RED (EU 2009).
- increase the amount of advanced biofuels to achieve the 10% target by 2020 by double-counting them;
- report on iLUC and its influence on emissions savings based on estimated iLUC factors;
- retain the option to introduce adjusted estimated iLUC-factors into the sustainability criteria.

The proposal implies that the EC does not see the need to immediately increase the MEST, but rather, it aims to reduce the market share of conventional biofuels. Additionally, it preserves the option to introduce additional iLUC regulations in the future. Therefore, it is deemed important to assess and discuss possibilities to quantify emissions from iLUC as well as the factors driving iLUC based on scientific assessments. However, before reviewing approaches for calculating iLUC-emissions, the theoretical requirements for determining iLUC must be assessed.

3. Calculating GHG emissions from ILUC: A review

3.1. Requirements

A disaggregated determination of iLUC-emissions requires a series of analytical steps: first, a site-specific identification of replacements of food and feed production by biofuel feedstocks; second, an economic analysis of the global market responses to this replacement; and third, a site-specific identification of land cover change to produce a particular food or feed as a result of the market response.

Thus, it is first necessary to identify where feedstock for biofuels are produced. This is accomplished using the certification systems approved by the EU in accordance with the EU-RED. Then the response of increasing feedstock production for biofuels in the market for agricultural commodities via the response of market prices must be assessed. The economic drivers for the magnitude of the price effect, and thus LUC, are the demand and supply conditions for food and feed products. Contiguous to changes in the demand for biofuel
feedstocks, there are numerous other changes in demand and supply that are important. Because the feedstocks for biofuels often carry joint products, these parallel developments must be taken into account as well. These changes are not confined to local market responses because today, most local markets are integrated into the global demand and supply conditions of agricultural products. The global market conditions, in turn, are the simultaneous result of many factors that have sectoral, geographic and temporal dimensions.

There are several inter-connections among the agricultural sector, the energy sector and the land markets which vary according to the crops used as a biofuel feedstock. Thus, it is important to differentiate between different biofuel feedstocks that replace food and feed production because their impact on the need to expand the agricultural area can differ substantially. Quantifying these market responses requires an elaborate modelling framework not only for the agricultural but also for the energy market.

Further, it is necessary to assess how the price effect of an increased biofuel demand influences the demand for agricultural land. Probably the most difficult challenge for quantifying iLUC-emissions is to quantify how much area is actually converted as a response to the increased demand for land. This LUC is local by nature and thus strongly determined by local conditions, such as land use regulations, the rule of law, land ownership structures, alternative land use options, land prices, regional support policies, and infrastructure among others. The amount of LUC additionally depends on the geographic and temporal possibility to intensify agricultural production on the existing cropland compared to the potential to convert new land to produce crops. Thus, approaches and studies that in combination with global repercussions reflect land markets, agricultural technology and geophysical production conditions at a highly disaggregated level better identify the location of LUC. Knowledge about the location of LUC is necessary to determine the amount of iLUC-emissions. Such determination requires detailed information about emission factors for land conversion (e.g., gCO₂eq/ha of land type) for each geographic location.
3.2. Literature Review

Several methods have been proposed to quantify emissions from iLUC in practice. They can be classified as a) ad-hoc/deterministic approaches, b) econometric analyses and c) numerical simulation models. The most important studies are reviewed herein.

3.2.1. Deterministic Approaches

The current iLUC debate advances several ad-hoc deterministic approaches to quantify emissions from iLUC. Ad-hoc deterministic approaches are not based on economic models (econometric or simulation), but rather, assumptions are made on correlations from past trends observed in the data. For policymakers and stakeholders not familiar with economic models, the models sometimes appear as black boxes (Böhringer et al. 2013), which causes doubts regarding the reliability of results.

One ad-hoc deterministic approach that is discussed by stakeholders and policymakers is the iLUC – Factor of Fritsche et al. (2010). They derive the global amount of past LUC resulting from the land area used to produce the current globally traded agricultural commodities by first deriving the amount of land used to produce agricultural commodities for export in each country. The sum of this land represents the global mix of land used to produce the globally traded agricultural commodities. Second, they combine this global mix with the CO$_2$ emissions released in the past for converting this land into agricultural production areas. On average, this is 13.5 t CO$_2$/ha/year for a 20-year period. Fritsche et al. (2010) further assume that due to yield increases one hectare for producing biofuel feedstock on land formerly used for other production causes 0.25 to 0.5 ha of iLUC. Accordingly, they conclude that emissions of 3.4 to 6.8 t CO$_2$/ha/year are caused by the displacement, which Fritsche et al. (2010) call the iLUC-factor. Thus, the amount of iLUC-emissions is determined by using simple interpolations of past experiences.

In a similar way, Cornelissen and Dehue (2009) promote the notion of identifying biofuels that have a higher risk of causing iLUC-emissions rather than trying to quantify emissions.
Low risk iLUC production is defined as that which expands into land without provisioning services\(^7\) or production that results in increased productivity.

We identify four important drawbacks of the deterministic approaches. a) The interrelation of sectorial, temporal and geographical factors influencing the quantity of iLUC-emissions described herein is not reflected in the approaches. b) Future impacts of biofuel policies do not necessarily follow trends of the past (EC 2012). In fact, as iLUC estimates are nonlinear and specific to particular scenarios, the iLUC-factor does not remain constant (Khanna et al. 2012). c) Given strong assumptions compared to economic models, the range of results and uncertainties cannot be addressed. d) Because the iLUC-factor is determined at a country-wide level, it might be perceived as a trade barrier (Klepper 2008).

### 3.2.2. Econometric Approaches

In contrast to deterministic approaches, econometric approaches do not attempt to approximate the mechanism of iLUC. Instead they aim at finding evidence for iLUC by examining historical data to find statistical evidence for the amount of land expansion caused by biofuel policies. Kim and Dale (2011) correlate US biofuel production with deforestation in other regions of the world and find no evidence for iLUC induced by US biofuel production. Their approach is criticised by O’Hare et al. (2011) for correlating two variables in a system with many interacting factors.

Other econometric studies do not focus specifically on biofuel policies but attempt to find a significant relationship between the expansion of an agricultural production process in a certain location and LUC elsewhere. Thus, these studies search for statistical evidence to support their hypothesis on the location of LUC induced by increased production elsewhere, without modelling the market response itself. In a spatial temporal regression model, Arima et al. (2011) link the expansion of mechanised agriculture in existing agricultural areas in Brazil to pasture conversion for soy production on distant, forest frontiers in the Amazon. In a similar way, Andrade de Sá et al. (2012) analyse the spatial-temporal relationship between

\(^7\) e.g., areas without food or feed supply or any other crucial ecosystem service
sugarcane expansions in the south of Brazil and cattle ranching in the Amazon, thus suggesting that the former is displacing the later in the forest frontier.

The general drawback of the results regarding iLUC caused by biofuels is that the discussions ignore regional demand and production changes in other commodities and developments on global agricultural markets into which Brazil is highly integrated. As suggested by Arima et al. (2011) and Andrade de Sá et al. (2012), a price effect due to the expansion of agricultural production in one region may have regional impacts on LUC decisions in another region. However, by not including the development of prices in the analysis, these studies might only detect parallel developments without finding evidence for causality.

Econometric approaches allow estimating past correlations between land expansion and biofuel policies. Since they cannot take into account structural changes, these correlations do not necessarily hold for the future.

3.2.3. Numerical Simulation Models

There is a growing literature that attempts to simulate the impact of certain policies on land use by using numerical models that reflect, as accurately as possible, real market interactions (e.g. OECD 2008; Dumortier et al. 2009; Dumortier et al. 2011; Rosegrant et al. 2008; Prins et al. 2011; Hertel et al. 2010; McDougall and Golub 2009, Lapola et al. 2010). They equilibrate supply and demand for goods and services given the existing technologies, resource endowments, and policies. These models usually create a baseline scenario that simulates current trends on the markets up to a certain target year in the future. This baseline scenario is then used to compare the impact of alternative scenarios that may contain additional policy measures, such as biofuel targets. The comparison of the baseline scenario with the policy scenario provides the information necessary for the assessment of the policy measure. Price effects, LUC, and welfare impacts can be derived from such simulation models.
Regarding the model's suitability for quantifying the LUC caused by biofuel policies, it is necessary to distinguish between two model types: partial equilibrium (PE) models and computable general equilibrium (CGE) models. Even though PE models capture the agricultural sector in greater detail than CGE models, they cannot incorporate feedback effects between other sectors because they treat changes in other sectors exogenously. CGE models treat these changes endogenously, as they address repercussions on other markets, but usually have a lower sectoral aggregation.

In the EU, a controversial discussion regarding the ability of economic models to quantify iLUC arose from a modelling exercise introduced by Laborde (2011) and commissioned by the EC. Its objective is to assess iLUC-emissions under the EU biofuel target. Laborde (2011) uses the CGE model MIRAGE and tests the sensitivity of his results to some of the key model parameters. Valin et al. (2015) recently published a follow-up study also commissioned by the European Commission by using a tailored version of the PE model GLOBIOM. Their similar sensitivity analysis show an even higher range of model results than Laborde’s earlier results. In addition, Golub and Hertel (2012) identify a lack of empirical evidence for several sensitive parameters by reviewing the key assumptions that influence results on LUC caused by biofuels based on the GTAP-BIO model. Also Dumortier et al. (2011) find massive differences in iLUC-emissions depending on the assumptions set and conclude that policymakers should be aware of these differences.

Given that error margins can be displayed by sensitivity analysis in numerical models and that the models have the ability to conceptually incorporate market interactions on a disaggregated level, we conclude that among the described approaches to quantify iLUC-emissions, numerical models are best suited for studying the iLUC caused by biofuel policies. Furthermore, numerical models can simulate future biofuel policies, and take market interactions into account.

However, we argue, consistent with Dumortier et al. (2011), that for policy inferences based on the model results, policymakers must be aware of the effect of key assumptions driving
the results of iLUC-emissions estimates. In the following section we shortly present these key assumptions identified in the literature in order to evaluate model results regarding their suitability to support binding regulations.

3.2.4. Quantifying emissions from iLUC using numerical models

We now discuss the model structures, assumptions and different steps along this mechanism that drive differences in the model results in order to evaluate the uncertainty involved with currently available model results of iLUC-emissions.

Price changes for agricultural goods caused by biofuel production create incentives for LUC and are therefore one of the key indicators when assessing the effect of biofuel policies. However, an overview on different price effects resulting from different modelling exercises provided in Kretschmer et al. (2012) shows high ranges of results, thereby making it difficult to determine the "real" level of price effects induced by biofuel policies.

Several important assumptions in the modelling frameworks that drive model results have been identified. First, considering by-products from biofuel production is of particular importance since an increased production of biofuel can lead to a substitution of parts of animal feed (Calzadilla et al. forthcoming, Taheripour et al. 2011). When this interrelation is included in the model, it reduces the demand from the livestock sector for land for animal feed production (Golub and Hertel 2012, Taheripour et al. 2010). When ignoring this relationship, Taheripour et al. (2010) find that cropland conversion due to the US and EU biofuel mandates can be overestimated by approximately 27%. Second, differences in the change of food demand following a change in crop prices is a key parameter for differences in model results (Khanna et al. 2012, and Golup and Hertel 2012). Third, the assumptions regarding changes in productivity resulting from price changes are of great importance as they directly influence the production potential of the existing cropland and, in turn, the capacity to absorb increases in demand (Edwards et al. 2010). Fourth, the elasticity of substitution for animal feed is determined to be crucial for the resulting price effect (Calzadilla
et al. forthcoming, Edwards et al. 2010). Finally, Calzadilla et al. (2014) show that the price effect is, inter alia, driven by the approach of how LUC is modelled.

After determining the price effect of biofuel policies, the next step is to determine the resulting LUC effect on the existing managed land (substitution effect) and on land that formerly has not been used for production (land expansion).

Modelling results of LUC standardised by Edwards et al. (2010) vary from 242 to 1928 kHa/Mtoe for biodiesel and from 223 to 743 kHa/Mtoe for bioethanol. Thus, consistent with the already high range of results in price effects from different model exercises, results on land expansion also show a wide range of results.

Regarding the substitution effect, in many CGE models, the constant elasticity of transformation (CET) approach is applied as it allows managed land to be transformed to different uses while the ease of transformation between different uses is characterised by elasticities of transformation. These elasticities are crucial when analysing LUC as they determine the magnitude of a price effect on the LUC of different types of land use.

Land expansion into unused areas can either be modelled endogenously by presuming, e.g., a land supply curve or by adding additional land endowment in a scenario analysis. In the case of the latter, the expansion into unused land (e.g., unmanaged forest) is assumed to be exogenous and based on, e.g., historic trends of land expansion in a scenario. When using land supply curves, assumptions regarding the productivity of the thus far unused land must be made. These assumptions are an important factor in determining the profitability of land use expansion.8

For determining GHG emissions from the modelled land use change, several assumptions are made which cause differences in LUC-emissions. Edwards et al. (2010) find that the standardised results indicate a considerably large range of emissions for all biofuel options: biodiesel emissions range between approximately 40 gCO₂/MJ and 350 gCO₂/MJ/yr,

---

8 Plevin et al. (2015) find that parameter assumptions on crop yield and productivity of newly converted cropland for US corn ethanol, Brazilian sugar cane ethanol, and US soybean biodiesel lead to a variation in GHG emissions from LUC between ±20 g CO₂e MJ⁻¹.
bioethanol emissions range between approximately 25 and 140 gCO$_2$/MJ/yr. Hertel et al. (2010) calculate a range of emissions between 15 and 90 gCO$_2$/MJ/yr from US-bioethanol derived from corn, depending on the inclusion of by-products, price responses in the food sector, and price responses in yields. Thus, again, model results differ substantially.

Results indicate that the assumption on where additional managed land expands into former unused land is particularly sensitive in the case of tropical forests and/or peat land as these areas represent large carbon sources. Differences in the assumption about the portion of land use expanding into these rich carbon sinks result in huge differences in the calculated emissions from LUC.

Given that our objective is to evaluate EU policies on iLUC-emissions, we discuss the already mentioned study by Laborde (2011). He applies the CGE model MIRAGE. The results are used for the reporting on iLUC-emissions proposed in the new EU directive (EC 2014).

Laborde (2011)$^9$ simulates the LUC effect of the EU biofuel target for 2020 and its related emissions using the renewable energy projections as published in the National Renewable Energy Action Plans of the European Member States (EC 2011). The model includes a detailed representation of important biofuel feedstock and biofuel options. LUC is addressed both in the form of substitution within cropland between different agricultural products on these croplands and the expansion of croplands on new land. The conversion of cropland used to produce food and feed into cropland used to produce biofuel feedstock represents a pure substitution effect. The conversion of new land into cropland used to produce food, feed or biofuel feedstock represents either dLUC or iLUC.

Emissions associated with the conversion of new land are computed by using the standard values from the EU-RED. Laborde (2011) presents his results in the form of specific marginal, biofuel feedstock specific emissions from LUC and aggregated global emissions

---

$^9$ A first version of this modelling exercise (Al-Raffai et al. 2010) is launched by the EC, and after a public consultation, several model assumptions are changed. A peer-reviewed version is then published by Valin and Laborde (2012).
from LUC. His results with respect to the LUC are the sum of dLUC and iLUC as the model is not able to differentiate between the two types of LUC. The results are presented for two policy scenarios - one simulating the EU biofuel target for 2020 with free trade and one without free trade.

Laborde (2011) investigates the range of model results driven by the uncertainty of several key model parameters with a Monte Carlo simulation and thus addresses, at least to some extent, the uncertainty of model results caused by the sensitive parameters discussed thus far. Furthermore, Laborde (2011) assumes that a share of 33% of the new palm plantations expands into peat land in Indonesia and Malaysia, which is of particular importance with respect to emissions following a land expansion for palm production.

With respect to model sensitivity, in addition to parameter assumptions and modelling approaches there are certain generic limitations in CGE models that should be kept in mind when drawing policy conclusions.

With regard to generic limitations, it must be emphasised that, in general, CGE models are a suitable tool to use to better understand certain effects, such as the influence of biofuel policies on the direction of changes in feedstock, energy prices and output quantities. However, when drafting an iLUC regulation based on model results, the following limitations should be considered:

- The effect of cropland d expansion is modelled in a simplified way and is driven by market effects. Other important factors that similarly play a major role in local land use decisions, such as land market regulations, environmental protection laws and their level of enforcement, tenure rights and other local institutional factors, are considered only indirectly, if at all.

---

10 The characteristics of the Monte Carlo simulation are presented in the Annex.
11 This assumption is not further addressed even though in the earlier version, Al-Raffai et al. (2010) assume that a share of 10% of the new palm plantations expand into peat land in Malaysia and a share of 27% do so in Indonesia. This in addition to other changes in assumptions (e.g., share of different biofuel mandates) that result in an increase in the average LUC factor from 17gCO2eq/MJ in the study by Al-Raffai et al. (2010) to 38.4 gCO2eq/MJ in the study by Laborde (2011).
• The LUC-emission applied represent average values for a particular land use category due to a limited differentiation within one land category. Only a further differentiation of different land categories in the model would result in more precise LUC-emission. This would require a much more elaborate database of the spatial distribution of global land categories.

• It is not possible to split the modelled LUC into iLUC and dLUC.\textsuperscript{12} Because all markets are cleared simultaneously in the CGE models, only the net LUC can be computed. Thus, LUC-emissions calculated on the basis of a CGE model will always include dLUC and iLUC.

• A distinction between the effect of the EU biofuel target for a specific biofuel feedstock or for a biofuel production option is not possible, which is also due to simultaneous market clearing. The assumption that the marginal effect of a particular biofuel feedstock is the same as the effect of that biofuel feedstock when the model clears all markets and feedstocks simultaneously is, at best, doubtful as it assumes perfect linearity of effects.

Comparing these generic limitations and the data shortcomings for key model parameters with the requirements previously defined herein, it is clear that a conceptually correct identification of iLUC-emissions is, at this time, impossible. Therefore, the decision which iLUC policy leads to a reduction of emissions from using biofuels remains uncertain.

4. Summary and Conclusions

In this paper, we shed light on different approaches to quantify emissions from iLUC. LUC can be quantified using economic simulation models, while a distinction in emissions from iLUC and dLUC is not possible. The currently available models still contain a high level of uncertainty with respect to key model parameters which determine the price, LUC and resulting emissions of biofuel policies. Consequently, the transfer of the results of the current models into iLUC-factors as part of the sustainability criteria is not possible.

\textsuperscript{12} See also Valin and Laborde (2012)
In addition, we argue that it is inappropriate to calculate crop-specific emissions from iLUC. This is because calculating LUC-emissions for different crops suffers from methodological drawbacks, as price effects on demand and substitution of feedstuff are an aggregated effect. Accordingly, LUC-emissions cannot be attributed to single crops. Furthermore, we show that econometric and ad-hoc approaches have greater drawbacks than do economic simulation models, and therefore, the econometric and ad-hoc approaches should not be used for policy regulation.
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